Abstract

In my many years of consciousness studies and work with people using a transpersonal approach, I have experienced a source of healing and personal unfolding that naturally arises from one's deepest Self. This essential flow often reveals itself mysteriously, poignantly transcending understanding. How does this essential grace work in one's personal development and the process of healing? I shall share a personal perspective as someone delving into the mystery.
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Grace Essence useful for Connecting With Higher Soul. Regular price. $37.00. I often use flower essences in conjunction with Energy Healing, Distance Healing and Touch for Health or both people and pets to help remove any emotional blockages that are standing in the way of healing. These products speed up the process of healing. They can be used either directly in the mouth or by putting the drops in tea or water or on the skin. Essence use. Hold bottle between hands in reverence and ask “Please help me on my journey, thank you.” Let the essences work on the soul level and heal. Essences contain 20% alcohol. If you are allergic to alcohol please do not ingest. The This image transmits energies that remind us to be compassionate with ourselves and others, and to use this compassion as a beacon for healing. Essence: GRACE. Affirmation: I ALLOW the Divine Feminine to activate within. Signature Crystals: Lemurian Seed Crystal. Please inquire about larger sizes. Quantity. Add to cart. Category: Image Key Prints. Essential Self Healing is about returning to balance in physical, emotional, mental and energetic levels of the body and soul. We can learn to experience and maintain deep relaxation, functionality and feelings of wellbeing on a daily basis. Grace Geiger supports people to connect to their essential self through individual sessions, classes, workshops and retreats. She teaches Chi Kung Flow classes in Mullumbimby and has a 6 week course for women beginning in July, Aligning the Divine Feminine – Chi Kung Flow – a 6 week Journey for women. Grace offers sessions in a variety of body based healin...